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Abstract
Algorithms for NP-complete problems often have different
strengths and weaknesses, and thus algorithm portfolios often
outperform individual algorithms. It is surprisingly difficult
to quantify a component algorithm’s contribution to such a
portfolio. Reporting a component’s standalone performance
wrongly rewards near-clones while penalizing algorithms that
have small but distinct areas of strength. Measuring a component’s marginal contribution to an existing portfolio is better,
but penalizes sets of strongly correlated algorithms, thereby
obscuring situations in which it is essential to have at least
one algorithm from such a set. This paper argues for analyzing component algorithm contributions via a measure drawn
from coalitional game theory—the Shapley value—and yields
insight into a research community’s progress over time. We
conclude with an application of the analysis we advocate to
SAT competitions, yielding novel insights into the behaviour
of algorithm portfolios, their components, and the state of SAT
solving technology.

Introduction
Many important problems in AI are NP-complete but can still
be solved very efficiently in practice by algorithms that exploit various kinds of instance structure. Different algorithms
exploit such structure in subtly different ways, with the result
that a given algorithm may dramatically outperform another
on one problem instance, but the situation may be reversed
on another. Algorithm portfolios (Huberman, Lukose, and
Hogg 1997; Gomes and Selman 2001) are sets of algorithms
that complement each other across an instance distribution.
There has been much recent interest in algorithm portfolios,
fueled by practical successes in SAT (Nudelman et al. 2003;
Xu et al. 2008), CSP (O’Mahony et al. 2008), AI planning
(Helmert, Röger, and Karpas 2011), Max-SAT (Malitsky,
Mehta, and O’Sullivan 2013), QBF (Pulina and Tacchella
2009), ASP (Gebser et al. 2011), and many other problems
(see, e.g., Kotthoff, 2014). Portfolios can run all algorithms
in parallel, can use learned models to select an algorithm on
a per-instance basis, or can employ variations of these ideas.
Regardless of how a portfolio is turned into an actual solver,
it is often important to understand how much each compoCopyright c 2015, Association for the Advancement of Artificial
Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.

nent algorithm contributes to the success of the portfolio,
both in order to winnow down the portfolio and to learn
more about the algorithms themselves. This is also relevant
in competitions that determine the current state of the art;
the competition ranking and scores alone are often insufficient to adequately quantify the extent to which an algorithm
contributes to the state of the art.
Perhaps the most natural way to assess the contribution
of an algorithm is by simply assessing its standalone performance. More formally, let X denote a fixed set of instances
of a given problem, A = {i}ni=1 denote the set of available algorithms, and A ⊆ A denote an algorithm portfolio.
Moreover, let perf(A) denote the performance achieved by
leveraging the complementary strengths of the algorithms in
A (e.g., by evaluating the performance on X of executing
algorithm selection, or running all algorithms in parallel),
and let contr(i, A) denote the contribution of i to A. Now if
this contribution is evaluated solely based on the standalone
performance of i, then we obtain the following measure of
contribution:
contrs (i, A) = perf({i}),
where s means standalone. While this measure is easy to
compute, it fails to consider synergies in a portfolio and
hence can give too much credit to strong but highly correlated algorithms. Furthermore, this measure fails to reward
algorithms that perform poorly overall, but dramatically outperform other algorithms in A on some nontrivial subset of
X (in a competition setting this means that the winner may
perform very poorly on this subset). Motivated by these issues, Xu et al. (2012) argued that each algorithm i should
be evaluated in terms of its marginal contribution to a given
portfolio A. That is,
contrm (i, A) = perf(A) − perf(A \ {i}),
where m stands for marginal contribution. The authors also
included an application to SAT; Amadini, Gabbrielli, and
Mauro (2013) conducted an analogous evaluation of CSP
solvers. While the measure contrm addresses the problems
discussed above, it raises some (arguably less severe) problems of its own—notably that it penalizes correlated component algorithms. In the most extreme case, a very important

solver becomes completely unimportant if two identical versions are present in the portfolio, because neither makes a
marginal contribution given the presence of the other.
In this work, we argue that the problem of assessing an
algorithm’s contribution benefits from being seen through
the lens of coalitional (or “cooperative”) game theory—a
branch of microeconomic theory that studies the formation of
coalitions and the ways in which they might divide rewards.
One basis for such a division is fairness: we seek to reward
players according to their contribution to the overall success
of the coalition. The canonical measure of fairness in this
sense is the Shapley value (Shapley 1953). Modelling portfolios of algorithms as coalitions—with players representing
algorithms and the coalition’s reward representing portfolio
performance—we argue that the contribution of each algorithm should be measured according to the Shapley value.
We apply the methodology to four SAT competitions (SAT
Competitions Website 2014) and demonstrate that the Shapley value provides a more nuanced and useful assessment
of component algorithm contributions. Notably, we identify
cases in which an algorithm with top performance according
to previous measures makes only small contributions to a
portfolio, while the top contributor is not identified by other
measures. This gives us a clearer picture of the state of the art
in SAT solving—it is not just the competition winner or even
the top ranked solvers that define it, but also solvers who on
their own perform poorly and may not even have very large
marginal contributions to the portfolio of all solvers.
The Shapley value can also be useful for assessing which
algorithms should be included in a portfolio, but does not
constitute an automatic technique for doing so. Instead, building an actual portfolio with a machine learning model for
selecting the algorithm to run on a problem instance also
needs to take the performance of the selection model into
account. In particular, it may not be beneficial to include all
algorithms that make a positive Shapley contribution as the
selection model may not be able to leverage this. Conversely,
algorithms that make no contribution at all may be neutral
from the perspective of performance if the model is able
to avoid them reliably. Overall, a portfolio containing algorithms selected according to Shapley values will be weakly
larger than one containing algorithms selected based on their
marginal contributions, giving it the potential to achieve better performance. However, investigating this issue is beyond
the scope of this paper.

Assessing Algorithms with the Shapley Value
Coalitional game theory considers how coalitions form and
in what ways it makes sense for them to assign credit for the
value they create. Formally, a coalitional game is defined as
a pair (N, v), where N = {1, . . . , n} is a set of n players,
and v : 2N → R is a characteristic function that maps each
subset (or coalition) of players C ⊆ N to a real number
v(C). This number is called the value of coalition C, which
typically represents the reward that can be attained by the
members of C when they work together and coordinate their
activities. The coalition of all the players, N , is called the
grand coalition. We can represent our setting as a coalitional

game by setting N = A, where each solver corresponds to a
distinct player, and defining v(C) = perf(C).

The Shapley Value
Coalitional game theorists often assume that the grand coalition forms, and then ask how the value of this coalition should
be divided amongst the players. There are many ways of
answering this question; such answers are called solution
concepts. One desirable criterion is fairness: assessing the
extent to which each player contributed to the coalition’s
value. The solution concept that is canonically held to fairly
divide a coalition’s value is called the Shapley value (Shapley 1953). Indeed, out of all possible solution concepts, the
Shapley value uniquely satisfies a set of desirable properties
that characterize fair division of coalitional value, and thus it
has been applied very widely (see, e.g., the book by Solan,
Zamir, and Maschler, 2013).
We now describe the intuition behind the Shapley value.
Arguably, if players joined the grand coalition one by one
in a fixed order, a reasonable way to assess the contribution of each player would be simply to compute that
player’s marginal contribution to those who arrived before him. For instance, given three players, and given
the joining order: (2, 3, 1), the contribution of player 1
is perf({2, 3, 1}) − perf({2, 3}), the contribution of 3 is
perf({2, 3}) − perf({2}), and of 2 is perf({2}) − perf(∅).
The Shapley value effectively generalizes this idea to situations in which there is no fixed sequential joining order,
computing the average marginal contribution of each player
over all possible joining orders. Formally, let ΠN denote the
set of all permutations of N , each representing a different
joining order. Moreover, given a permutation π ∈ ΠN , let
Ciπ denote the coalition consisting of all predecessors of i
in π. That is, Ciπ = {j ∈ N : π(j) < π(i)}, where π(i)
denotes the position of i in π. The Shapley value of player
i ∈ N is then defined as:
1 X
(v(Ciπ ∪ {i}) − v(Ciπ )) .
(1)
φi =
n!
N
π∈Π

that v(Ciπ
to Ciπ .

Observe
∪ {i}) − v(Ciπ ) is the marginal contribution of i
One can use the notion of joining orders to contrast the
standalone and marginal contribution metrics with the Shapley value. In particular, given a solver, i, the standalone metric assumes a joining order in which i comes first, whereas
the marginal contribution metric assumes a joining order in
which i comes last. As such, both metrics fail to capture all
interactions between i and other solvers. The Shapley value,
on the other hand, explicitly considers all possible joining
orders. Indeed, Equation (1) can be rewritten as
φi =

n−1
1X
n c=0

1

X

n−1
c



(v(C ∪ {i}) − v(C)) ,

(2)

C⊆N \{i}:
|C|=c

showing that the Shapley value is simply an average of average marginal contributions over the possible coalitions of
each size. This means that it directly incorporates both the

standalone and the marginal contribution metrics—these are
the first and last terms in the sum, respectively.
Now, consider the following four properties, which seem
desirable for a contribution measure, contr, to satisfy. It turns
out that they characterize the Shapley value, in the sense that
the Shapley value is the only measure that satisfies them all.
P
(1) Efficiency: i∈A contr(i, A) = v(A). Informally, the
measure exactly splits the overall value achieved by the
portfolio among the solvers.
(2) Dummy player: If v(C) = v(C∪{i}) for all C ⊆ A, then
contr(i, A) = 0. Informally, if a solver does not impact
the performance of any portfolio, P (C) : C ⊆ A, then it
receives a score of zero.
(3) Symmetry: If two solvers i and j are identical in that they
make the same marginal contributions to every portfolio
C ⊆ A \ {i, j} (i.e., v(C ∪ {i}) = v(C ∪ {j})) then they
receive the same score (i.e., contr(i, A) = contr(j, A)).
(4) Additivity: Consider two arbitrary performance measures,
perf 1 and perf 2 . Define a new performance measure:
perf 1+2 (C) = perf 1 (C) + perf 2 (C) for every C ⊆ A.
Define contrperf (i, C) as our assessment of algorithm i’s
contribution to portfolio C given the performance measure perf. Then, contrperf 1+2 (i, C) = contrperf 1 (i, C) +
contrperf 2 (i, C) for every algorithm i and every C ⊆ A.
This, along with other properties, imply linearity: i.e., multiplying the performance measure by a constant—as could
occur, e.g., because of running experiments on hardware
of different speed—does not affect the ranking of solvers.1

SAT Competition Analysis
We apply the methodology outlined above to the SAT competition (SAT Competitions Website 2014) to assess the state
of the art in SAT solving, and specifically, to fairly quantify
the contributions of the participating solvers to the state of
the art. We conducted experiments on solvers and problem
instances from all SAT competitions for which the required
performance data is publicly available—the 2014, 2013, 2011
and 2009 competitions. The competitions consist of three
tracks of problem instances: random, crafted and application.
We analyze the most recent competition—2014—first and in
most detail, as it best reflects the current state of the art in
SAT solving.
We assess each algorithm’s contribution to the virtual best
solver (VBS), an oracle that chooses the best algorithm for
every problem instance and also represents the wall-clock performance of an (overhead-free) parallel portfolio. The VBSbased portfolio solver serves as a theoretical upper bound on
any portfolio solver’s performance.

Performance measure
In the SAT competition, solvers are ranked by the number
of instances they solve. Ties are broken to prefer algorithms
with lower runtimes. We unify these criteria into a single
1
See Macho-Stadler, Perez-Castrillo, and Wettstein (2007) for
more details on the linearity of the Shapley value.

scoring function as follows. Let scorex (i) denote the score
of an algorithm i ∈ A on an instance x ∈ X:
(
0
instance x not solved by i
scorex (i) =
c−t
1 + |X|·c·|A|+1
otherwise
(3)
where c is the captime for running an instance and t the time
required to solve it. We chose the denominator such that
contributions to the score through runtime can never add up
to more than 1, meaning that runtime differences can never
be more important than solving an additional instance.
The score of a coalition C ⊆ A is
scorex (C) = max scorex (i),
i∈C

(4)

or the “virtual best score.” The performance of C on a set of
instances is
X
perf X (C) =
scorex (C).
(5)
x∈X

We define the characteristic function v to be score and omit
the subscript denoting the instance set as it is defined by the
context.
Importantly, we show in Appendix 1 (available at http:
//tiny.cc/shapley-aaai16) that the above characteristic function can be represented compactly as a marginal
contribution network and thus admits polynomial-time computation of the Shapley value (Chalkiadakis, Elkind, and
Wooldridge 2011; Ieong and Shoham 2005).
Note that the Shapley value does not require the characteristic function to have any specific properties; it can be applied
to any domain with any performance measure.

2014 Competition
The random track of the 2014 SAT competition consisted
of 225 hard uniform k-SAT instances; the crafted track contained 300 instances manually designed to be challenging
for typical SAT solvers; and the application track comprised
300 instances originating from applications of SAT to real
world problems (e.g., software and hardware verification,
cryptography, planning). For each track, we consider both
satisfiable and unsatisfiable instances. Different specialized
solvers participated in each track (10, 33 and 32 solvers for
the random, crafted and application tracks, respectively).

Random Track
We first consider the random track of the 2014 SAT Competition and look in detail at differences between the standalone
performance, marginal value and Shapley value measures.
All of the solvers submitted to this track are stochastic local
search solvers except for SGSeq, which combines the local
search solver SATtime and the DPLL-based complete solver
Glucose.
Figure 1 contrasts the three different measures of algorithm
contribution to the VBS-based solvers. The three columns
show the relative positions of each algorithm according to
the standalone performance, Shapley value, and marginal
value measures respectively, with lines connecting the three
contribution measures calculated for each solver.

dimetheus 115.0475
BalancedZ 101.03902
CSCCSat2014 98.03815
probSAT 96.03747
YalSAT 87.03609
CCgscore 83.03147
sattime2014r 78.02886
CCA2014 70.02659
Ncca. 66.02509
SGSeq 42.01773

Standalone performance

32.53505
18.09312
15.12961
13.26237
12.40019
12.04458
10.8442
8.53515
7.71104
4.50055

16.00673
2.00089
2.0005
1.00044
1.00033
0.00021
0.00013
7e−05
5e−05
3e−05

Shapley value Marginal contribution

Figure 1: Standalone performance and contributions to the
VBS portfolio for the random track 2014.
The results show that marginal contribution is very ineffective for distinguishing between algorithms; many solvers had
very similar marginal contribution values. dimetheus beat
all other algorithms under every contribution measure—in
addition to very good standalone performance, it also complemented portfolios very well and was able to solve 16 more
instances than all the other solvers combined. The set of instances it solved complements the sets of other solvers, and
its Shapley value is almost twice as large as that of the secondranked solver, while the difference in terms of standalone
performance is much smaller.
In this case, the ranking under standalone performance is
the same as the ranking under the Shapley value. However,
the ranking under marginal contribution is significantly different. For example, BalancedZ loses out to CSCCSat, because
it made smaller reductions in solution time on instances that
were solved by other solvers, although it solved three more instances on its own. sattime2014r ranks fourth by marginal
contribution, as it solved one instance that no other solver
could tackle, while its standalone performance was poor, and
it failed to complement the other solvers well. SGSeq, the
only solver that employs non-local-search-based techniques,
ranks last under standalone and Shapley value.

Crafted Track
Figure 2 shows the detailed Shapley value, standalone and
marginal contribution results for the crafted track. In contrast to the random track, the rankings according to standalone performance and Shapley value are different. In particular, glueSplit clasp, which has the best standalone performance, is ranked second after SparrowToRiss in terms
of Shapley value. Interestingly, we can see from marginal
contributions that SparrowToRiss did not solve any instances not solved by at least one other solver, whereas
glueSplit clasp solved two additional instances. The set
of instances that SparrowToRiss solved is diverse and contains many instances that were solved by relatively few other
solvers.
Again we see limitations of the marginal contribution measure: the values for many algorithms are exactly the same,
with most solvers not making any marginal contribution at
all, meaning that they do not solve any additional instances
or solve any instances more quickly than the VBS portfolio
consisting of all other solvers. In contrast, the Shapley value
yields a more nuanced quantification of contributions, and
some of solvers that make no marginal contribution make

glueSplit_clasp 208.01743
Lingeling 207.01748
SparrowToRiss 206.01499
Lingeling..no.agile. 204.01699
CCAnr.glucose 202.01453
SGSeq 201.01431
RSeq2014 195.01331
Lingeling..druplig. 194.01556
MiniSat_HACK_1430ED 186.01531
glueminisat.1 184.0161
Riss.BlackBox 184.01503
glucose 183.0153
glue_lgl_split 180.01524
ROKK.sat. 180.01505
cryptominisat.4.1.st 180.0147
SWDiA5BY 179.01532
cryptominisat.v41.tuned.st 177.0146
minisat_blbd 177.01409
Riss 172.0141
Riss.1 172.0141
MiniSat_HACK_999ED 171.01443
Nigma 168.01403
SWDiA5BY.1 164.01427
ntusatbreak 164.01312
ntusat 162.01327
ROKK 153.01137
BFS.Glucose_mem_16_70 138.0112
BFS.Glucose_mem_8_85 138.01112
BFS.Glucose 138.01111
BFS.Glucose_mem_32_70 134.01083
SatUZK 97.00745
sattime2014r 55.00528
glueminisat 0

Standalone performance

12.54418
11.88676
11.49756
10.46411
10.34651
10.30408
10.27252
8.59715
8.55111
8.49602
8.04781
7.97094
7.90702
7.58899
7.58273
7.37418
7.2707
7.22316
7.21222
7.16544
7.16279
6.92361
6.92361
6.84817
6.71349
6.48483
6.43779
6.02785
5.70444
5.70444
4.92265
3.86733
0

2.0001
2.0001
1.00001
0.00014
0.00011
4e−05
3e−05
3e−05
3e−05
3e−05
2e−05
1e−05
1e−05
1e−05
1e−05
1e−05
1e−05
1e−05
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Shapley value Marginal contribution

Figure 2: Standalone performance and contributions to the
VBS portfolio for the crafted track 2014.

large Shapley value contributions.
The difference in Shapley value amongst the top-ranked
solvers is much smaller than for the random track, indicating
that the solvers show more similar performance, and the
winner did not dominate as clearly as in the random track.
Riss and Riss.1 exhibit identical standalone performance.
Their marginal contributions are 0, indicating that they did
not contribute anything to a portfolio containing all the other
solvers. The Shapley value shows that they did contribute to
smaller portfolios, and therefore suggests that at least one of
them should be included in a portfolio.
Some solvers are ranked much lower in terms of Shapley value than in terms of standalone performance, notably
glucose and glue lgl split. These solvers exhibited good
performance in areas of the problem space where other
solvers were good as well—they did not complement the
state of the art well. Some other solvers, such as ROKK and
BFS.Glucose mem 32 70, have relatively high Shapley values but low standalone performance. These solvers complemented the state of the art more than they achieved on their
own—combining them with other solvers in a portfolio produced something much more potent.
Many solvers that achieve high ranks in terms of Shapley
value—e.g., CCAnr.glucose, SGSeq and RSeq2014—make
no marginal contribution at all. This is clearly misleading;
they have both very good standalone performance and complement many other portfolios well.

Lingeling 231.01882
SWDiA5BY 228.02054
Lingeling..no.agile. 228.01917
Lingeling..druplig. 228.01857
Riss.BlackBox 226.01983
glueminisat.1 225.02017
ROKK 223.01899
CCAnr.glucose 223.01646
SWDiA5BY.1 222.02033
MiniSat_HACK_1430ED 222.02024
MiniSat_HACK_999ED 222.02004
SGSeq 222.01636
glucose 221.01998
Nigma 217.0185
glue_lgl_split 215.01886
minisat_blbd 213.01787
ROKK.sat. 210.01788
Riss 207.01856
Riss.1 207.01856
ntusat 206.01572
ntusatbreak 205.01571
RSeq2014 200.01324
SparrowToRiss 196.01451
cryptominisat.v41.tuned.st 194.01983
cryptominisat.4.1.st 193.01972
SatUZK 160.01359
BFS.Glucose 130.00971
BFS.Glucose_mem_8_85 130.00971
BFS.Glucose_mem_16_70 128.00953
BFS.Glucose_mem_32_70 122.00927
sattime2014r 29.00301
glueminisat 0

Standalone performance

14.10658
12.15391
12.15222
11.995
11.69359
11.57708
10.32224
10.10088
10.02164
9.75253
9.64805
9.55453
9.4434
9.33248
9.24891
9.23228
9.22662
9.13799
9.08515
8.23908
8.2231
8.18707
8.18707
8.14424
7.97975
6.40387
5.43173
5.33969
5.33969
5.21778
1.5486
0

1.00007
1.00003
2e−04
0.00014
8e−05
8e−05
6e−05
4e−05
3e−05
3e−05
2e−05
2e−05
1e−05
1e−05
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Shapley value Marginal contribution

Figure 3: Standalone performance and contributions to the
VBS portfolio for the application track 2014.

Application Track
Figure 3 shows results for the application track. Similar to
the crafted track, the rankings under standalone performance
and Shapley value are different, although the top solver,
Lingeling, ranks highest under all three measures. The performance values indicate that it did not dominate the other
solvers to the same extent as dimetheus did in the random
track. Again, we see no marginal contribution from a large
number of solvers, and almost no marginal contribution for a
large fraction of the remainder.
The second and third-ranked solvers in terms of Shapley
value, Lingeling-no-agile and ntusatbreak, have almost
the same Shapley value. This is somewhat surprising, as one
of the solvers solves 10% more instances. The reason for
this lies in the fact that ntusatbreak, although weaker in
terms of standalone performance, contributed somewhat more
across the gamut of portfolios including other solvers from
this track.
SWDiA5BY, on the other hand, shows very good
standalone performance, but only mediocre Shapley
value contribution. This indicates that the types of instances where this solver shone were already adequately
covered by other solvers, and that it did not contribute much on instances on which other solvers did
not perform well. cryptominisat.v41.tuned.st and
cryptominisat.4.1.st are ranked towards the bottom in
terms of standalone performance and Shapley value, but at
the top in terms of marginal contribution. This indicates that

CSHCrandMC 179.02961
MIPSat 151.01996
march_vflip 120.02248
dk.SAT11 114.01995
march_br 111.01985
gNovelty.GCwa 48.0083
minipure 37.00506
gNovelty.GCa 31.00576
Solver43a 5.00045
Solver43b 2.00005
strangenight 0

Standalone performance

51.18734
35.76744
30.91812
28.60084
25.60073
14.00229
6.91801
6.1128
0.67864
0.25001
0

11.00157
5.00101
3.00033
3.00029
2.00071
0.00021
3e−05
0
0
0
0

Shapley value Marginal contribution

Figure 4: Standalone performance and contributions to the
VBS portfolio for the random track 2013.

Lingeling.1 231.02118
Lingeling 212.01939
ZENN 208.02012
CSHCapplLC 206.01757
CSHCapplLG 205.01918
glue_bit 204.02082
glucose 201.01984
Riss3g 201.01964
MIPSat 201.01883
strangenight 199.01843
gluH 196.0194
glueminisat 196.01927
Solver43b 194.0187
forl 192.01863
Riss3g.1 192.01858
Solver43a 191.0223
gluebit_lgl 191.01908
gluH_simp 190.01832
GlucoRed 188.02196
BreakIDGlucose 187.01868
ShatterGlucose 185.01836
satUZK 183.01671
Nigma 179.01641
Nigma.NoPB 166.01597
RSeq 164.01426
minipure 156.0135
sattimeRelbackShr 135.01131
SAT4J 111.00924

Standalone performance

21.60103
17.54076
15.25027
14.56146
13.15229
11.6263
11.50529
11.0526
10.76116
10.25285
10.13176
9.5763
9.47631
9.31493
9.1066
8.96913
8.89173
8.68956
8.66403
8.60457
8.4342
7.95515
7.78008
7.53169
6.57851
6.51245
5.26702
4.24229

1.00043
1.00038
1.00016
1.00008
1.00007
0.00049
0.00042
0.00011
1e−04
9e−05
6e−05
4e−05
2e−05
1e−05
1e−05
1e−05
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Shapley value Marginal contribution

Figure 5: Standalone performance and contributions to the
VBS portfolio for the application track 2013.
these solvers achieved a small performance improvement on
a very small set of instances, but did not contribute meaningfully otherwise.

2009–2013 Competitions
We now turn to an analysis of performance data from the
2013, 2011 and 2009 Competitions. Our findings were similar
to those for the 2014 data—in many cases, we saw significant
rank changes under the Shapley value ranking as compared
to standalone performance and marginal contribution. We do
not show results for all years and all tracks due to lack of
space, but report some of the most interesting results.
Portfolio solvers were not allowed to enter the most recent SAT competition, but did participate in earlier competitions. We observe that when they were submitted (SATzilla,
ppfolio, CSHC, Satisfiability Solver Selector), they
did not consistently the highest Shapley values. This may
be surprising, considering the success of portfolio solvers in
SAT competitions. However, there is a simple explanation:
this occurred when very high-performing new algorithms
were newly introduced and hence not included in portfolio

borg−sat−11.03.02−seq−random (fixed) 415.03838
Satisfiability Solver Selector−2011−03−18 408.03723
T09 reference solver: SATzilla2009_R−2009−03−22 384.03504
ppfolio−par 377.03335
ppfolio−seq 375.0334
w2011−sparrow2011_ubcsat1.2_2011−03−02 362.03451
MPhaseSAT_M−2011−02−16 359.03367
sattime2011−2011−03−02 334.03039
borg−sat−11.03.02−par−random (fixed) 334.02938
EagleUP−1.565.350 328.03124
adaptg2wsat2011−2011−03−02 328.03042
T09 reference solver: TNM−2009−03−22 324.02954
borg−sat−11.03.02−random 315.0276
csls−pnorm−8cores 309.02834
T09 reference solver: gnovelty+2−2009−03−22 298.02753
march_rw−2011−03−02 251.02205
SAT09 reference solver: march_hi−hi 251.02195

Standalone performance

43.81338
34.7009
33.43438
32.44904
29.99463
29.55242
29.44347
28.79243
28.26282
26.99993
26.87086
26.51065
26.5106
26.44462
24.99063
22.95157
21.32385
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1.00011
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7e−05
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1e−05
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Figure 6: Standalone performance and contributions to the
VBS portfolio for the random track 2011.
Satisfiability Solver Selector−2011−03−18 163.01919
ppfolio−par 155.01834
ppfolio−seq 152.01838
clasp−2.0−R4092−crafted 149.01603
T09 reference solver: clasp−1.2.0−SAT09−32 149.01521
MPhaseSAT−2011−02−15 132.01533
glucose−2 125.01388
T07 reference solver: minisat−SAT 2007 122.01333
claspmt−2.0−R4095 121.01363
PicoSAT−941 121.01338
claspmt−2.0−R4095−patched (fixed) 119.01383
Sol−2011−04−04 116.01436
T09 reference solver: SATzilla2009_C−2009−03−22 116.01278
SArTagnan−2011−05−15 (fixed) 112.01376
RestartSAT−B95 112.01313
CryptoMiniSat−Strange−Night2−st (fixed) 110.01317
QuteRSat−2011−05−12 (fixed) 110.01301
sattime−2011−03−02 109.01392
SApperloT2010−2011−05−15 (fixed) 109.01298
sattime+−2011−03−02 106.01367
CryptoMiniSat−Strange−Night−2−mt (fixed) 104.01225
Plingeling−587f (fixed) 102.01228
jMiniSat−2011 98.01163
sathys−2011−04−01 96.01205
priss−1.0 82.00971

Standalone performance

16.51788
16.08348
15.22093
14.47705
12.45597
11.57356
11.47336
11.33179
11.18091
11.05618
10.66687
8.52668
7.8928
7.71887
6.94518
6.89075
6.40123
6.1411
6.00315
5.94639
5.54798
5.19512
5.18313
4.8563
3.74099

Shapley value Marginal

3.00054
3.00041
2.00033
2.00023
2.00022
1.0002
1.00015
1.00008
1.00003
8e−05
8e−05
5e−05
5e−05
2e−05
1e−05
1e−05
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

glucose−2 215.02028
glueminisat−2.2.5 211.01964
Lingeling−587f (fixed) 208.01983
Lingeling−587 208.0198
CryptoMiniSat−Strange−Night2−st (fixed) 207.01998
QuteRSat−2011−05−12 (fixed) 206.0197
SAT09 reference solver:precosat−236 206.01952
minisat hack: cir_minisat−2011−05−13 (simp) 202.01897
RestartSAT−B95 201.01939
MPhaseSAT64−2011−05−14 (fixed) 201.01889
Satisfiability Solver Selector−2011−03−18 200.01775
minisat hack: contrasat−2011−03−02 199.01854
EBGlucose−1.0 199.01833
minisat hack: minisat_psm−2011−04−01 197.01869
SAT09 reference solver:glucose−1.0 197.01842
minisat hack: EBMiniSAT−2011−03−02 196.01876
minisat hack reference: minisat−2.2.0 194.01868
minisat hack: LR_GL_SHR−2011−03−02 191.01813
g−sat−11.03.02−seq−industrial (fixed) 190.01805
minisat hack: MiniSAT−2.2.0−agile−26 189.01836
CryptoMiniSat−Strange−Night−2−mt (fixed) 186.01598
CryptoMiniSat−Strange−Night−2−mt 185.01605
rcl−2011−04−01 184.01767
Plingeling−587 180.01673
Plingeling−587f (fixed) 180.01661
ppfolio−par 178.01636
er: ManySAT 1.1−aimd 1/2009−03−20 166.01585
borg−sat−11.03.02−industrial 165.01478
g−sat−11.03.02−par−industrial (fixed) 165.01452
claspmt−2.0−R4095 163.01497
claspmt−2.0−R4095−patched (fixed) 161.01512

Standalone performance

submissions, which are only able to draw on previously published solvers. For example, the winner of the 2011 random
track (Figure 6), borg-sat-11.03.02-seq-random, did not
participate in 2009 and could therefore not be included
in the portfolio solver Satisfiability Solver Selector,
which placed second. glucose-2 beat the portfolio solvers in
the 2011 application track (Figure 8), as only its predecessor,
glucose-1 participated in 2009.
The minipure solver in the 2013 application track (Figure 5) achieved the most notable difference between standalone and Shapley value rankings: on its own, it ranks third
last; in terms of Shapley value, it ranks second! We can
conclude that it complemented portfolios of other solvers
extremely well, even though on its own, it was only able to
solve a small number of instances.

Multi-Year Analysis
Considering multiple years of SAT competitions allows us to
analyse how the state of the art has evolved. We illustrate the
insights that can be gained from considering multiple years
by a few examples and defer a more in-depth analysis to an
extended version of this paper due to limited space.
The 2009 and 2011 competitions include the top-ranked
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Figure 8: Standalone performance and contributions to the
VBS portfolio for the application track 2011.

SATzilla2009_R−2009−03−22 435.05627
TNM−2009−03−22 379.04912
gnovelty+2−2009−03−22 355.04639
hybridGM3−3 340.04505
adaptg2wsat2009++−2009−03−23 338.04435
T07 reference solver: gnovelty+−2007−02−08 318.04166
gNovelty+−T−2009−03−22 314.04094
march_hi−hi 313.03918
T07 reference solver: SATzilla−RANDOM 308.03953
T07 reference solver: March KS−2007−02−08 308.03854
contributionT07 reference solver: adaptg2wsat+−2007−02−08 298.03911
iPAWS−2009−03−22 288.03806

Figure 7: Standalone performance and contributions to the
VBS portfolio for the crafted track 2011.

11.29604
10.99615
10.60383
10.26015
10.21376
10.06375
10.04331
9.89475
9.27712
9.05558
8.46351
8.42321
8.41896
8.22739
8.19027
8.10515
7.92022
7.8125
7.52881
7.34273
7.2774
7.24724
6.97939
6.95558
6.58758
6.56836
6.42619
6.28149
6.03499
5.80736
5.72236

Standalone performance

63.32536
57.89701
55.25959
52.41559
50.13046
49.234
44.50843
39.62439
35.03323
33.73186
32.79246
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Figure 9: Standalone performance and contributions to the
VBS portfolio for the random track 2009.
solvers from the respective previous competitions. In the
2011 crafted track (Figure 7), for example, the highest-ranked
solver from 2009, clasp-1.2.0, achieves only fifth place in
terms of standalone performance, and its rank in terms of
marginal contribution is even lower. However, the Shapley
value contribution puts it in second place, indicating that it
still contributes substantially to the state of the art.

Conclusions
We have introduced a measure for the contribution of a solver
to the performance of a portfolio-based approach, such as
an algorithm selector or a parallel portfolio. Our measure
is based on a foundational concept from coalitional game
theory, the Shapley value. We have shown how the Shapley
value addresses weaknesses of two established measures,
standalone and marginal contribution, and permits a more
nuanced analysis that produces interesting additional insights.
Although we have illustrated its application in the context
of SAT solving (arguably the area in which portfolio-based
techniques have had the largest impact), we expect it to be

precosat−236 204.0398
glucose−1.0 204.03898
LySAT−i/2009−03−20 197.03792
CircUs−2009−03−23 196.03704
SATzilla2009_I−2009−03−22 195.03671
MiniSat−2.1 (Sat−race'08 Edition) 194.03843
ManySAT 1.1−aimd 1/2009−03−20 193.0376
MiniSAT 09z−2009−03−22 193.03736
MXC−2009−03−10 190.03681
minisat_cumr−p−2009−03−18 190.03625
Rsat−2009−03−22 188.03622
SApperloT−base 186.03377
T07 reference solver: Rsat−2007−02−08 180.03434
kw−2009−03−20 175.03553
clasp−1.2.0−SAT09−32 175.03396
SAT07 reference solver: picosat−535 171.03213

Standalone performance

19.15976
17.96592
15.86054
15.83304
15.26803
14.30457
14.1551
13.93542
13.60867
13.56009
13.39073
13.17526
12.88218
12.27143
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11.55163

2.00058
2.00045
2.00042
2.00023
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0.00015
0.00013
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1e−05
0
0
0
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Figure 10: Standalone performance and contributions to the
VBS portfolio for the application track 2009.
equally useful for the analysis of component contributions
to portfolio-based solvers for other problems. Because it
does a better job of surfacing solvers that introduce novel,
complementary strategies, we argue that the Shapley value
should be used as a scoring function for SAT competitions
and other competitive solver evaluations.
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